CLOUD HOSTING
WITH
WHAT IS A CLOUD ANYWAYS?
A cloud is a type of internet-based computing accessible though a server and a login.
Cloud technology allows users with hosts to access their virtual desktop with all of their
application such as Quickbooks, Microsoft Office, Outlook, Sage, etc. from anywhere
with any wireless internet connection. By logging onto your Facebook on your laptop or
checking your bank account on your phone, you are using cloud technology.

SO HOW DO I SETUP MY SERVER?
Technically, your cloud host will create your custom server with your users and setup your
applications such as Outlook, Quickbooks, Microsoft Office, Adobe, etc. as needed. By
utilizing a cloud your data (i.e. emails, documents) and all your information is securely
stored on a server in a data center. A data center is a large group of networked computer
servers used for the remote storage, processing, or distribution of large amount of data.
This way, if your laptop or tablet gets stolen, all your information is safe.

HOW DO I ACCESS MY CLOUD?
You can access your data on this customer server at the data center by using your cloud
web app supplied by your cloud host. All you need is a browser and an internet
connection. Simply log into your account and start using it. It’s like Gmail– but for your
desktop.

CLOUD HOSTING
WITH
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?


The biggest benefit would be the ability to work anywhere with an internet
connection. This increases productivity and efficiency.



Cloud technology saves small businesses money on IT infrastructure because you
only pay for what you need. It also saves time because users no longer have to deal
with IT and can spend more time on doing what they need to do.



Cloud technology allows file sharing with other uses on the cloud.



Your data and information will always be backed up and safe incase of a disaster.



Cloud hosts provide 24/7 customer assistance.

